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ln the commercial sense marbles are sometimes
classified under eight headings as follows:
t. Saccharoidal (sugarJike) - These are even-grained
mubles that present a sugary appearmce when
broken. They include Statuary, Pentelikon, and
Sicilian.
z. Vailegated-Decorative marbles containing irregu-
lar patches and veins of different colours or shades.

3. Unicoloured - Of one colour but not necessarily all
of one tone, without veins or conspicuous patches.

4. FossiliJerous - As the name implies, these varieties
contain various fossil remains.

5. Crinoidal-Containhg fossil fragments of crinoids.
Crinoids re a class of echinoderms commonly
known as sea-lilies, which include a large number of
fossil forms. Some of these limestones have a
bitumirous nature derived from decomposed organic
matter when they were formed; this imparts the
upleasant odour of sulphuretted hydrogen when the
stones are worked.
6, Brccciated-This word is derived from 'breccia',
the Italim for'breach', because it is formed by large
angular fragments broken from old rocks and
naturally cemented together by a qLcareous or other
matrix deposited from water. One of the ways in
which they differ from conglomerates is that the
pieces are angular, whereas in conglomerates they
were rounded by attrition before re-forming.
Breccias come mainly from Italy and the French
Pyrenees. L{any are fairiy sound, and some are very
handsome and have been used for wallJinings,
7. Laminated-The original beds are indicated by
different coloured bands, and the longitudinal
streaks may be exploited in decorative schemes. The
outstanding example under this heading is Cipoilino.
This name is derived from cipolla, the Italian for
onion-which has a patently laminated structure.
This marble has a whitish ground with streaks of
different shades of dull green. Cipollino was one of
the marbles used in Roman times. There are a
number of varieties, coming from Greece and
Switzerland as well as from Italy.
8. Setpentinous -These are 'marbles' composed

largely of the mineral serpentine and include many
of the green varieties. When olivine becomes
hydrated it passes into serpentine and imparts the
green coloration to the accompanying rock. The
calcium carbonate crystallises as a ground of granular
calcite and the mass becomes a most attractive
'ophicalcite' or serpentinous marble.

We could add a ninth group called Forsterite
marble. Forsterite is a form of olivine that is not
dehydrated. A marble of this group occurs in the
Mountains of Mourne and is pale green.

There are a few stones known as onyx marble that
are sometimes confused with true onyx. When in
doubt, pour a little hydrochloric acid on the stone:
if marble, it will react and give off carbon dioxide,
thus causing an effervescence; onyx is a form of
silica and would show no reaction to the acid.

From ancient times nations have been proud of
their marbles and decorative stonework. Two
notable marbles ofancient Greece were Pentelic and
Parian. Pentelic, from Mount Pentelicus in Attica,
was the marble in which Pheidias, Praxiteles, and
other classic sculptors executed their principal
works. The Parthenon at Athens, begun in 448 n.c.,
was built with this marble. Parian marble, quarried
at Mount Marpessa on the Isle of Paros, was also
called into service by ancient Greek sculptors and
architects, and blocks of it were exported.

Decorative marble is especially associated with
Imperial Rome. The times of Augustus were noted
for the extensive use of this material. The emperor
himself is said to have proclaimed that he found the
city of brick and left it of marble. The Colosseum at
Rome included work in white marble md Traver-
tine. In the geological sense, Travertine is not a
marble, but a special sort of sedimentary rock which
has some marble-like qualities. The triumphal
arches, like our Marble Arch, were built of marble.

At the present time increasing mechanization is
making marble cheaperl neveitheless it is, by
tradition, a symbol of opulence. One thing that the
U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. have in common is pride in
marble. In modern Russia lnteriors of hotels, stores

Marble is again
in fh-vour
Many varieties of this exotic,

decorative stone are discussed

by SIDNEY POOL

HE woRD 'ulnern'means somewhat dif-
ferent things to different people. The layman
often imagines it vaguely as being an exotic

material and thinks he knows by instinct what it is.
The mason normally uses the term in an empirical
manner when referring to any hard limestone that is
cohesively strong enough to be sawn into thin slabs,

that is sonorous, will take a polish, and is dec-
orative.

The geologist is more specific and uses marble to
mean a metamorphized limestone. In this strict
sense mable is a rock formed from pre-existing
limestone or dolomite after these deposits have been
converted into a granular rock by great heat or
pressure, or both combined. It is a coherent mass

often exhibiting no bedding plmes or fossils such as

occur in sedimentary rocks. In a pure form marble is
white and is composed of calcium carbonate in the
crystalline form known as calcite.

Architects and builders, who sometimes have
opportunities to use marble, are reluctant to do so if
they are not familiar with its qualities and varieties.

A HAPPY COMBINATION OF POLISHED
PORTLAND STONE AND BELGIAN BLACK
AT HAMMERSMITH POLICE STATTON
(ancHrrrcrs: H. FAReuHARSoN AND
o. u. ucnonnaN)



Stone
preparation
6-Erection of stonework

Thls is the sixth in the seties
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f | ."qrir"d, it i" stacked in ordcr until

delivery is needed. To facilitate lifting, mortices are
clrilled or cut to receive a lifting lewis. Masons who
lay the stone on the building are called'fixers'in
England and 'walling nrasons' in Scotland. The
drawing-ofiice supplies then with a key elevation
and/or plan showing the relative position of each
stone with its identification marks. These are
usually cut in the top bed of the stone or, in the
case of copings, on the joint.

Operations on the site consist of unloading,
hoisting, bedding (or setting), pointing, and cleaning
dowr. Stone arrives on the site usually by road,
either loaded loose with a packing of straw between
the stones to prevent damage to the arrises, or
loaded in boxes or on trays holding from one to
two-and-a-half tons each. After unloading, either by
hand or crane, the stone is hoisted by crane or on a
platlorm hoist to the floor or scaffolcl-level where
it is requireC. It is distributed along the scaffold
or on the concrete floor by means of a 'sansom'
truck or a sackbarrow. The individual stones are
then bedded on the wall, the final lifting into
position being carrieC out with the aid of manually
operated tackles - the lighter stones with a rope-
tackle and the heavier by chain block-tackles. A
stone mcasuring 3 ft. o in. x 4 in. x r ft. 6 in.
weighs nearly z cwt. and cannot be laid evenly on
the bed except by the use of tackle, but stonework
units in buildings of contemporary design tend to
be much smaller and can be lifted into position by
hand.

The mortar varies in composition according to the
nature of the stone. For sandstones a mixture of one
part cement and three parts sand is used. For lime-

SCREEDING THE BED

LOWERINC THE UNIT INTO POSITION WITH A CHAIN HAND-TACKLE

stones it could be one part cement, two parts

hydrated lime, and eight parts stonedust. The ideal

mortar should not set harder than the stone which
is being bedded. The sand or stonedust should be
'gritty' rather than'floury'. An ideal thickness for
the joint is ft in.

In the case of traditional walls - a stone face and
brick backing - the stonework is built {irst and then
backed up with bricks, course by course. In many

modern structures, where the stone is used as a

cladding for concrete beams, columns, and walls,
the fixing of the stone takes place three or four
floors behind the pouring of the concrete' The
concretor forms mortices or casts in dovetailed
slots, to accommodate fixing cramps and ties which
are placed in position by the mason as and when he

is fixing the stone. AII metal fixings should be made

of non-ferrous metal, Iron and steel cramps corrode
in the course of time and expand cons:iderably,

causing damage to the stonework, Where stone is

used to clad concrete, it must be supportecl by

metal or concrete colbels, and it must be held back

FIXING BOLTS AND PLATES IN JOINTS

to the concrete by means ofcramps, dowels, and ties.
Where stone is load-bearing (e.g. in churchpiers),

the joints should be raked out as the work proceeds
and then pointed as the job is cleaned down and the
scaffold struck, Where stonework is used as a facing
or cladding, the beds are comparatively narrow, and
it is better to have a homogeneous bed, to be
squeezed out full and left proud, to be cleaned off
when it has set hard and when the job is cleaned
down. When a course of stone has been bedded it is
usually coated with a slurry, consisting of stonedust
and coarse plaster, to protect it from being dis-
coloured by bad weather, from cement droppings,
and stains from steel scaffolding. When the walls
are completed and the scaffolding ls being struck
the slurry is cleaned off.

CHECKING THE LEVEL

Stonework, especially limestone, does suffer
sometimes from staining. The worst staining is
caused by excessive moisture when rain penetrates
the top of a wall and is then imprisoned by the sub-
sequent asphalting of the roof and lorced to
evaporate at the face of the stone, leaving all the
impurities absorbed from cement md/or lime in the
concrete or brick backing. There are various
opinions on means of preventing or minimizing the
staining of stonework, but by far the best method
is to prevent the stonework from being saturated.
(SeeJurther: 'Stone' numbers t3 and t4).



should be at least f in. and treads r I in. thick, and
they should be solidly bedded,

For reasons of economy walls are faced with slabs

about f in. thick, and marbles sawn abroad may be
only zo to z5 mm. in thickness. External work calls
for strong, close-grained marble free from vents
and plastic filllngs, and comparatively free from
iron sulphides which may cause discoloration.

Coloured marbles need polishing in order to
bring out their colours and markings. However,
when murble is used in exterior positions it cannot
be relied on to hold its polish for any appreciable
length of time, unless it is periodically washed down
and waxed. The traditional waxing paste is made by
mixing shredded bees-wax in hot turpentine,
though a good silicone wax polish is just as effective
and more practical. When permanence is a major
consideration it is safer to use a good granite as

cladding, and to reserve marble for interior use,

Interior decoration demands close attention to
pattern and colour. Suitably marked marbles may be
'book-matched' or 'quarter-matched' in the
manner of wood veneering. The book-matching
method ls accomplished by sawing slabs from the
block and opening them like a book, the two
adjacent faces being polished. In the other method,
slabs are used in fous; the first pair being book-
matched and the second pair treated in the same

way, inverted, and placed above them. (The interior
of St. Teresa's Church provides an example of
quarter-matching to be seen on the apse wall). For
less expensive work, and for large areas, one would
be well advised to choose a marble that does not
need exact matching - the most obvious being the
unicoloured type. One should allow for a certain
amount of waste whatever method is adopted, With
a marble displaying linear veining or streaks, such
as Cipollino, it is necessary to consider the general
direction of the veins; for example, on tall pilaster
facings the veins or striations should run vertically.

Marble ,:an claim many minor uses, such as fire-
places, tabLe-tops, and small household objects like
book-ends and ash-trays. Marble is used in kitchens
and as food slabs because it is hygienic and easily
cleaned; should a small chip inadvertently find its
way into food it would not have the harmful effect
that might arise from a piece of enamel. Mis-
cellaneous uses for marble include even its dust.

We now recognise a type called 'Electro-technical'
marble, a homogeneous stone without mineral veins

that would conduct electric current, used for
control-panels. Marble chips are used forTerrazzo;
and fine marble dust is used as whiting, as a con-

stituent ofpaints, plastics, rubber, and stock feed!
In conclusion, let us briefly consider present

trends in marble decoration for buildings. Now-
adays, when architectural policy and style are in a

state of flux, it is extremely dilficult to discuss the
question at any deep level. To do so seems like an
act of courage, or of folly. One can only offer a few
opinions and tentative suggestions, and leave it to
history to be the final arbiter.

One thing is sure. During the last decade there
has been a change in approach to the subject of
building stone. We have become less parochial in
outlook, and foreign marbles have become accepted
as legitimate building materials. Such a widening
of scope is to be applauded in principle, but the
consequences could be lamentable. Marble is the
precious stone of building and needs to be used
with discretion if it is to maintain its status.

Polished coloured marbles are primarily materials
for interior decoration. Those who use them for the
permanent cladding of exterior walls, in this
climate, should be aware of the possible dangers.
As already suggested, granite is to be preferred for
this purpose. Inappropriate use of marble may
result in bringing the material into disrepute and
that would not be to the ultimate advantage of the
marble industry.

Marble is in demand for use on small shop-fronts,
and these merit special consideration. It:is proper
for shops to make a quick impression, and this
provides them with every excuse to display them-
selves in the mood of the moment. Moreover, the
small marble shop-front is to be considered as a

temporary fagade; the slabs are simply screwed on
to wood studding and mav be changed after a

comparatively short time. This special pleading,
however, does not give the shop-litter an excuse
for careless designing or inexpert workmanship.

Perhaps one may epitomize with the observation
that marble has recently become accepted as a

building material with an unexpected measure of
alacrity, thereby giving a fresh impetus to the
industry. Its new populariqr could be lasting,
provided the material is applied seriously and with
subtlety, and not treated merely as a facile aid to a

passing fashion. The increasing mechanization of the
industry is making marble cheaper in the financial
sense; let us take care not to cheapen this exciting
material in the aesthetic sense.

Photographs by courtesy oJ Walton, Gooddy { Cripps
(1933) Ltd., and Fenning L Co. Ltd,

Stone at the Building Exhibition
Steps of Portland stone, with marble risers, led
visitors at last year's Building Exhibition at Olympia
on to the stand organized by the London Association
of Master Stonemasons in conjunction with the
British Stone Federation, Central feature of the
display was a mammoth aerial photograph of the City
of London from which new buildings containing sub-
stantial portions of stonework stood out with extra-
ordinary clarity. A list of the main buildings was

provided, and visitors were invited to identify
others.

Among other exhibits were a selectlon of mason's
toolsl an impressive collection of stone samples;
models showing how stone cladding is tied back
with bronze or copper cramps. An unusual and
popular item was the small collection of fossils
from the Portland quarries.

In another part of the exhibition stonemasons'
apprentices vied with each other daily in a contest
organized by the National Joint Council for the
Building Industry in conjunction with the City and
Guilds of London Institute. There were two grades
of competitors, each being allowed five hours to
complete a set task; the seniors had to carve a

tracery panel and the juniors a dentil string-course.

Location oJ principal quarries

throughout England, Scotland , and Wales

Painswick Stone
so uRcE Painswick, Gloucestershire.
c E o Lo cy Inferior Oolite; Cotswold limestone;

Jurassic
coLouR Light cream.
c HA RA crERr srr cs Fine grain, fairly soft. Easily

worked and suitable for interior use.
AvArLABrLrry Quarried strictly according to mar-

ket demand, and ample notice should be given
of requirements.

slzrs Average blocks are r4 cu. ft. Suitable course
heights: rz-r8 ins.

pHysrcAL pRopERrrEs Densig': r49 lb/cu. ft.
wHERE uspo Gloucester Cathedral (circa. r zoo)

and other churches in Gloucestershire, together
with many ancient public buildings within
twenty miles radius of the quarry. Later
examples are: interior of Arundel Castle;
entrance-hall, staircase and corridor walls at
Southampton Civic Centre; nave and aisle piers
and arches at All Hallows by-the-Tower,
London; interior of St George's R.C. Cath-
edral, Southwark; plain facings to external
walls at N.A.A.F.I. club, Salisburyl interior
of York Guildhall.

o



ENTRANCE-HALL, HENRIETTA HOUSE.

PAVINC IN TRAVERTINE; WALL.LININGS IN
pERLATA. (arcHrrrcrs: J. s. clBsoN,
coRDoN nNl uoNtacu)

and public buildings have been adorned with white
and coloured marbles. It is claimed that thirty
varieties were used to decorate the Moscow and
Leningrad underground stations.

America uses a great deal of marble both for
building and nonumental purposes. For example,
St Peter's church in Chicago is well endowed with it,
including Kasota Pink Vein quarried :in Minnesota,
and almost the whole exterior is faced with
Georgian Pink. This building is in a modern Gothic
style, but natural marbles are also employed in
conjunction with bronze, glass, steel, and concrete
in contemporary architecture.

Marble sales rose frnm $5.ooo.ooo in r94g to
$z5,ooo,ooo in r958, figures that show the come-
back of the natural material after meeting the
challenge of new synthetics.

Marble deposits are to be found all over the
world. The country most often associated with
marble is Italy which possesses numerous coloured
types, the best known being the white varieties that
come from the Apuan Alps in Tuscany. Some of the
Carrara quarries were opened before the Christian
era, and were called the Quarries of Luna, These
marbles have been extensively used in architecture I

the whitest and finest grained varieties are known as

Statuary because they have been much used for
sculpture, Michelangelo, Canova, Cellini, and other
famous artists executing much work in selected
Statuary. Today this type of marble is usually sold in
two qualities, called first and second. A bluish-white
marble with blue-black veins from the Carrara area
is known (in Britain only) as Sicilian-this is a

misnomer; in Itaiy they call lt Bianco Chiaro and.

elsewhere it is Carrara white: this type is much in
demand for monumental work and such utilitarian
purposes as counter-tops.

According to statistics issued by the Italian
Institute for Foreign Trade, over roo,ooo metric
tons of worked marble and rfo,ooo metric tons of
raw marble were exported in r959 for over
!f,7oo,ooo.

A wide selection of marbles emanates from other
European countries including France, Belgium,
Sweden, Norway, Greece, and Portugal. Some old
favourites from these countries are: Belgian Black,
Napoleon, Swedish Green, Norwegian Rose, and a
medium green from the isle of Tinos.

Spain claims to have made progress in building

materials and is making renewed efforts to export a

variety of white and coloured marbles. Her
Alicante Red has been used in important works in
Spain as well as in buildings abroad, including New
York's Radio City and the Rockefeller Centre.
Other marbles from the Monovar district include
Ivory and Dark Cream together with a type of
Travertine. From Granada come green, grey,
ferruginous, and beige marbles. San Sebastian and
the Basque district present a number of varieties
including a series of warm-coloured stones. It
remains to be seen to what extent their renewed
efforts can compete with better establishecl supplies
in price, quality, and delivery time. These three
factors usually decide whether or not a marble has

any lasting commercial vdlue.
Russia also has a selection of marbles to offer-

black from Armenia, and others from Georgia and
the Urals. Her I(oyelga White Marble quarry is
equipped with sawing machines of a special deslgn
that are able to saw rectangular blocks from the
quarry bed. A similar method, on a smaller scale,
seems to have been adopted recently (and indepen-
dently) at Ecaussines in Belgium for extracting
Pierre Blue, a crinoidal stone known iu this country
as Belgian Fossil or, misleadingly, as Petit Granit.

America has many varieties of indigenous marbles
including Black, White, Green, and some with
various shades of warm colours. The Appalachian
belt, which runs North and South through the
Eastern States, is the most productive, but there are
marble deposits in other parts including the Rockies.

The British Isles are not well endowed with
decorative marbles. Most of them, and also the
marble-like stones fmnd here, rely on their fossil
formations for decorative eff'ect, whereas the beauty
of the popular exotic marbles lies in colouring and
veining. Slabs of fossiliferous yarieties are fixed
(unlike ashlar), 'face bedded', otherwise we should
see only the edges of the shells, and these would not
present a very decorative appearance.

One of our best known marbles is Irish Green, a

serpentinous type from Connemara. We understand
that the quarry supplying this stone has now
re-opened. There is also a serpentinous marble found
on the Isle of Skye. A number of marbles or marble-
like stones are found in Derbyshire; they include
Hadene, Derbyshire Fossil, and Birds Eye. The
well-known Hopton Wood stone from Matlock is
now unobtainable, quarrving having ceased for

cHuRcH oF sT. TERESA, LTVERPOOL.

technical reasons, but it is hoped that the working
will be re-opened at a future date.

The South-West corner contains some interesting
deposits. From Cornwall are obtained small amounts
of a colourfui serpentine, but this is not really a
marble as serpentine is a mineral in its own right.
Devonshire gives us a black crinoidal stone, quarried
near Ashburton. Some more colourful rocks, con-
taining reddish tints, are found near Torquay and
Newton Abbot. Dorset offers Purbeck marble and
Portland stone, which, though a sedimentary rock,
is sometimes polished for interior work. Ancaster
stone comes from Lincolnshire and is found in two
beds: weather bed and free bed. The former. when
polished, presents a marble-like appeaiance.

Most of these British stones may perhaps seem
rather dull in comparison with the popular idea of
marble. However, they all have their uses and their
advocates; indeed some feel that these sober British
stones are well suited to the reticent temperament
supposed to be engendered by a temperate climate.

Marble is an excellent and traditional medium for
the carver. White and unicoloured varieties are the
most suitable for sculpture, as the markings on
coloured marbles tend to confuse the lines, and dark
patches confound the play oflight and shade.

In recent years white marble has been rather out
of fashion for statuary, but some of the cream and
buff marbles have received the sculptors' favours.
Hopton Wood was often used by Eric Gill and other
artists; as already mentioned, production of this
stone has been suspended, but comparable materials
are still obtainable from Istria. A marble of this
type called Biqnco del mdre was much esteemed by
Reid Dick who used it when carving the monument
for the tomb of George V.

Coloured marbles are valued as decorative
materials for use in connection with both ecclesias-
tical and secular architecture. In this country
Westminster Cathedral by J. F. Bentley (begun :in

1896) is an example of an ecclesiastical building
lavishly adorned with marble and mosaic.

White and coloured marbles are used for such
components as pedestals, paving, treads, risers,
wall-facings, stall-risers, fascias, pilaster cladding,
and columns. It is important to select the type of
marble most suited to the requisite purpose. Paving
and treads demand a hard-wearing, non-slip material I
therefore, unpolished Travertine, Sicilian, and
Belgian Black are often slritable. As a rule, paving

WALL-PANELS IN FANTASTICA, BORDERED WITH BOTTICiNO; TREADS IN
STATUARY AND RISERS IN BLACK AND GOLD; FLOOR AT SIDES IN BRECCIA DONATA


